D ~ i f i gthe summer of 190.7, while engaged upon certain
prablenas associated with the work of the biological survey carried
on at the Esheries Laboratory, I described several hydroids,
some ne&, ~thessmare or less rare, in a paper published in tbe
Rrnr ~
~ R?.LI-STLN,
b
r January, r p S .
During the following
summer I w;gs fortunate in fi~idinga few others which, like the
for mi"^, were ir part new and in part hitherto unknown within
the hz&ty, a d in one case a t least, wholly new to American
fauna, In the foiS.Iaiviag account .will be found such descriptions
ZISseem caf led fc r in order to It-iizg them definitelyto knowledge
as itrtemd factor s of the hydrozoan fauna of the region concerned-

cT.ADI-413.ORYKE FLOCCOSA \%r. SARGASSZYSTS.

In a xrzass of Snrgassmz which was picked u p during the
summer d r g q in Vineyard Sound, bearing a rich hydroid
fauna, I found z very minute hydroid which at first greatly
puzzled me. It was intricately associated with other species.
r;tzi?zzrta,2nd at first seemed to be 2
particularly with 4ggla0ph~?2ia
sort of nzrnatophoric accessory of this hydroid, the smalf round
heads of young specimens bristling with nematocysts having but
IMe resemblance to 2n independent hydroid. But a more
extended examination brought to light other and larger specimens, and soon it was found that the thing under examination
was beyond doubt a very minute and apparently unl~nownspecies
of h~rdrqid. A series af developmerrta? stages were found giving
all conditions, from minute buds just arising from the stolonCcmtrIbu~io~s
from the ZottJogical Laboratory, Syracuw University.
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iferaus b a x to others with m e ~ buds
e
af tentacles, with still others
having growing tentacles from the base of a definite hydranth
on to the fully developed hydroid with FEFHcomplement of tentacles, efc. Fig. T shows the hydroid enlarged ten diameters,
while Fig. 2 S ~ Q W Sthe hydranth greatly enlarged to
shmv the peculiar branching and knobbed tentacles.
With this much clear it was*mt difficult to trace its
generic afinities under Cl&do~n7y~ze,
Ratch.’ But it
was doubtful as to its specific relations, Rotch had
described a species, C: floccom, found at Werm, near
Guernsey, having a habitat on stones, and being 6-12
mm. in height. PE&F has also described 2 species,
C,s.GqV~,z,found an SczrgOssrm,4 but I have not had
FIG. I.
access to Perrier’s bmk, and so am unable to form
any definite notion of that species.
The present species is very minute, k i n g only 2 4 mm. in
height and differing more o r less as to other features. I have
suggested for it a varietal distinction, proposing the name sargassmsis, as indicative of its habitat. The fohwx’tlg characters are
diagnostic :
T~o~Trosom7z~.
-- Stems tnostly simp1e, occasionalI y br& chin g
slightly, rising fi-orn a reticuJ~ltehydresrhiza, Hydranths relztively large, spindle-shaped, with dongated hypostome similar to
that of PEIZPZR~%’CZ.
Tentacles about twelve, varbusly branched
and &f&itely knobbed, and disposed in scme three vertkek over
of the hydranth. Tfrese tentacles are peculiar and
y disthctive, both .in structure iind development. A
second series of oral. tenacles, about six or seven in nwnber, are
simple, with knobbed ends, and surround t h e mouth. Ab1 are
ed wfth nematocysts.
The perisarc, both of stem and hydrarhiza, is rather dense and
irregularly annulated.
Gmosome, - Thisis tr.k.,ollyunknown, in the present specimens
at any rate.
Habitat and Distn3t4tim.-The. present is the only time 1.
have seen the species. AS stated before it has its habitat on
1~ m z M
. G ~Nut.
.
Ili~t.~
hlimb, 1871,Vd. VSI., p.
Hydroids,” p. 38.
PCf. Eillzrd, d i Exp. Talisman,” p. 161.

227 ;AIIman,

“‘Gp.

~

-

not since been a subject of record. I n gencral aspects and sizt
it resembles B~7zg-ai7rviLZia,and was in the present insiancc
thought t o be that hydroid. A closer scrutiny soon revealed its
qarked differences.
Its original description from Chesapeake Ray, and its occurrence on the Fish Hawk, which had only 2 month previous come
from Norfolk, at once suggested the probability of its having
'wen thus transported to this locality. It is not strange, therel d f m . Bost. Ssc, AW. Hisf., Vol. IIL, PESP, p. r36,
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fore, that I made the following entry in my notes at the date
above mentioned : ‘‘ This is a fine iflustration of the importance
of ships as a means in the distribution of organisms.” On the
following day it occurred to me to look about the docks a t which
the steamer was moored as to whether any signd of the hydroid
might be found on the piles; and somewhat to my surprise colonies were found at several points, some of them quite remote
from the ship. Immediately the query arose, Did the Fish
Hawk bring the hydroid, or had it found a place on the ship
from contiguous piles of the dock? The smaller and younger
conditions of colonies on the ship suggested the latter alternative, but still with the prepossession of theory strongly inclining
to the former. An examination of the outer side of the ship
showed an airnost entire absence of the hydroid, wlsch still
further emphasized the doubt as to the ship’s relation to the
matter of distribution, The matter found a final solution so far
as the pva-elzt issue was concerned when on August 10th >It-.
Vinal Edwards having at my request brought a few hydroids
from VJareharn bridge at the upper arm of Buzzards Bay, and I
found among the inaterid fine coIonics of the same hydroid.
This of course ruled out the Fish Hawk so far as the present
case was concerned, for the last habitat was entirely beyond the
reach of the ship as a means of transportation.
During the current season, 1909,I looked several titimes at the
fisheries docks for colonies during July and early August, but
in vain ; but again I was able to obtain luxurious cctlonies from
the Wareham locality. This clearly established the fact that the
species is thoroughly established as a permanent feature of the
local fauila. But the matter as to lidow and iwhen it became
established must be a subject of much uncertainty for the present. That it has been established for any considerable time I
seriously doubt, having been collecting throughsut the region
more or less assiduaus!y for many years ~ - i t h o upreviously
t
finding any trace of its presence.
The hydroid is a large and beautiful species, the bluish color
of the female gonophores making it strikingly diRerent horn
almost all other species of its character. Fig- 33 copied from
Clarke’s paper, gives a fair idea of the mSn features of the
hydroid.
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CLYTIX YOLXJBILTS. Fig. 4.
On fioating masses of Sarpss2lrrn were found prolific coioniels
of a hydroid which had many of the characteristics of C&tb
jo/'t?~~sto~i,
and which I took for a titime to be that species, though

recognizing certain features which differed from it. During the
current summer I took at Harpswell, Maine, what proved to be
very typical sipedrnens s f the species, and which upon comparison
with tjie formes sk-wed 'very marked and constant differences.
I was therefore forced to reconsider its specific re'lations. In

FIG. 3.

FIG.4.

doing this I had occasion to compare it with specimens taken at
Naples several years agoJ arid which I had then considered as
C. johnstmi. The two species bad much in common, indeed
dififred hardly mgre than mi;g%t species from rem& localities.
to light the fact that certain
A review of the literatiire
authorities have considered the two above named as identica1.
For example, in Ais cmrm
ie Hydroiden des k. k. naturhistorischern H~fmusenrns,'~
anner-Turneretches has thus
treated them, @ing prefezence to the earlier name of Ellis and
Solander,
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A comparison of the characteristic specimens of C joltitstmt
taken at Harpswell with the Woods Hole and Naples specimens
has led me to consider both as entitled to specific distinctness, and
I am therefore designating the local species as C. zmWz'Zis, and
believe the Naples specimens to be the same. The following
features are diagnostic :
Stems usually simple and unbranched, 2 4 mm. high, annuIated at proximal and distal ends, occasionally indefinitely annulated throughout. Hydranths relatively large, with 2-24 stout
tentacles, and with a prominent hypostome, more or less trumpetshaped in expansion. Hycirothecze broadly campanulate, not
very deep, and with about 10-1 2 shallow rounded teeth, in some
specimens the margins hardly more than undulate.
Gonangia borne on the reticulated hydrorhiza, rather large,
and with very short plain pedicels. An interesting feature was
the fact of a remarkable variation as to the aspects af these
orga:is. Most were rather smooth, oval structures ;but in not
a few cases they were strongly corrugated thrsughout, and esarnpks showing d l phases of intergrading in this particular were.
easily found.
It may be we11 in this connection to call attention t o a species
of C'Lyti~zdescribed h y Congdon from Bermuda,' C. szilzpi'c=2; which
has features in some measure intergrading with the one under
review. I have not seen Congdon's type specimens, hence haveonly- his general description a s a guide. It will be seen that his
specimens average considerably larger than my own, and the
hydrotheca is given as longer, and with deeper teeth, still it
might be worth an attempt to critically compare the types of
thesq several species with a view to ascertaining just what grouiids
might be found bearing upon their interrelahns.

,

CLYTIACYLINDRICA Ag.
On at least two occasions recently I have taken this beautiful
little hydroid. U7hile at times It may be found in considerable
numbers, it does not seem to be especially common, t h ~ u g l athis
may be due in part to its very small size. In height the simple
stems are from I-1.j mm. ; the hjrdrothecae about 0.5 nm.
1

Prod. Arrr. Amst. ArtsarzdSci., Voi. XLII., p.

Ay4.71,

xm.

.
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long by about 0.2 mm. broad ; they are cylindrical i i i f ~ m x, i 5
about 8-10 sharp, deeply cut teeth. Gonangia are eiongetf
inore or less cylindical, smooth, borne on delicate pedicels riri
at proximal and distal ends. The hydranths arc extremely de!;
cate, and with delicate orange to reddish tints just beiosv th
tentacles.
QPERCULAREELA PUMXLLA Clark.
Among a few hydroids collected in March, rgo8, by Dr. E
33, Sumner were found a very few specimens of this species, a
record of which is important %isnce I can find no evidence of its
occurrence since that of its original t escription by Clark.’ He
records having taken it at Pudand, R! aim, and off Montauk Pt.,
Long Island. The related species, 0. lacerata Hincks, he records
from New Haven, Cam. C3a~kexpressed some doubt as to
whether his species really came under the genus to which it wa::
assigned, and Nutting has expressed oubt as to the va1jdit-y of
the species, believing it probably ident c ~ with
l
0. lacerafa. My
own spechem conform very closely with Clark’s description
and figures. It is a m 0 s beautifid ai d delicate little hydroid.
Stems and branches are anaulated thi oughout. No gonangia
were present on my specimens.

OBELIACOZGDONI, n. sp
On several occzSicns sccimtly I have taken from floating gulf
weed at Wuods HoIc a3
which, wbil e apparently closely
related to 0. h y d i t ~Clar
~
rs in several important features,
as will be pointed out later,
Congdon has recently described a species from Bermuda,
which he referred to Clarke’s 0.Aytdim,” but w hi& I am convinced
is identical with the species ucder consideration,and which seems
to me to be an undescribed species.
Congdon’s description ami figures are sufficiently accurate
to obviate necessity for any csrnsiderable dek2iIs In this coniicction (cf. up. ~ 2 . ) .6 few points tdiich seem to be i:% rather sharp
contrast with Ckzrke’s s
According to Clarke ’ the branches of the stem arise in the
1 TurzPzs. Cmn. dcah Sci , Val, IFL, pp. 61-2.
~ P r o rAm.
.
A c i d Arts a d S&*.,Jan.@iTJ%p?.
sBa!l. Mk. Conrj. ZQX,Vd. V,, 1819, p. q r .
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axils of the hydrothec~.:.” This I do not find to be the case in
the present species. Again, according to Clarke, the ‘‘gonangia
are small, about twice the length of the hydrothecze, rounded
off at the distal end, with a simple spherical, terminal opening
which stretches across the distal end.” On the contrary, the
gonangia are large, about four times the length of the hydrothcc;e,
and the opening is not simple, but there is a terminal neck with
everted rim: It should also be said that in contrast from Clarke’s
species in which the colony is said to be “about 1 2 mm. in
height, and but little branched,” in the present Case the colony is
from 20 to 30 mm. in height, and much branched.
Gotru.s~m.p.- T hemedusa3 when liberated have 24 tentacles,
but others are rzpidly acquired and within ten or twelve hours
many specimens have from 30 to 36. The general aspects of
, the medusa are distinctively obelian ; there is the eversible bell,
the squarish manubrium at base, with rounded oral portion, with
two otocysts in each quadrant.
Regarding the species as new, and in deference to Congdon’s
description, I suggest as its specific designation 06dia cmg~9ani.
CALI’CELU SYRINGA.

This species is neither new nor rare in this T & o ~ .
Reference
is made to it for the purpose of calling attention to certain features of habitat and variation which seem of some interest and
importance. Nutting refers to it as “found abundantly in the
Woods Hole region, growing over all sorts
plant-like marine
organisms, especially other hydroids.” This staicrraent I am
able to confirm, though with a single qualificatim, namely, its
seasazial oscillations. I have found it rather zcncoz~moad u r i n ~
the midsummer season, and have never found it actively propagating at this time by sexual modes. In earlyspring -Mar& to
May- it seems niuch more abundant and im
with prolific crops of gonangia are not rare,
Another feature calls for some attention, namely, the variable
size and aspects of the species in midsummer,
specimens found by me have been invariably of
acter, so much so that for some time J was rather indined to
consider it as a distinct species Typical specimen-s taken in
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spring have the distinctive elongated and spirally znntilated pedicels and large hydrothecz. But specimens taken in summer, so
far as my abservatiions have gone, are uni
1Y and constantly
small -only about one fourth that of tvpical soechens. a m
have extremely short peedicefs, with only one or two annuke, or
with none. I was net unaware that Clarke had referred to certain
variations in size, but he made no special reference to it save as
an exception. It was O Q ~ Yaft?r careful search among colonies
of typical specimens that I was abk finally to find an o c c ~ . j ~ o n d
specimen of this dwarfed character. I have iatisfied myself that
it is but another instance of that tendency to seasonal va~iaticrn
which is well known in other cases. I t is wel, however, that it

be emphasized, as well as

further fact that at certain times

of these dwarfs enlarged.
One other feature may be x&-red to in connection with this
phase. Clarke called
attention to the appeara;$rein
certain hydrotheca of
r'es of d" wide ring, crramented
with from ten to fourteen longitudinal markings, which rises €or
some distance above the rim 3 r d on the summit of' which there
is borne either an opzrc
or another ling; in some cases
1 Trarjs. C##vZ.dmd. ski., Vd. ID., $3. 66.
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there are as many as four of these rings with an operculum at
the summit.” Such series cf rings I have found io be rather
common ; but it has not been possible to distinguish, even with
high powers, the ornamental markings” to which Clarke makes
reference. The surface of these secondary, or additional rings
is quite ss devoid of such markings as is that of the original
hydrotheca itself.
((

CALYCELLA NUTTfPU‘GI, X I .

SP.

(Figs. 6, 7,)
Growing upon colonies of the brydsoijn, Bzigzh tzcwita, hke.n
at the fishing grounds off Sankety, and later at Woods Hole, and
even still later at Harpswell, Maine, I have found a nriicsoscopic
species of G ~ @ c d awhich
,
seems to be undescn’bed. I t is h a r d y
more than one tenth the size of an average specimen of C. synkga,
and diKers in other respects as well. Its very minute size may
probably account for the fact of its having been overlooked in

spite of continuous collecting thK3LIghloUt the rqjion for many
years. The following characters arc d3
e: of the species :
Tro-husomc.-Colony composed of a creeping, filiform stolon,
slightly, if at all, reticulated, from which at very irregular intervals arise the hydrothecz. These are tubular, though not quite
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cylindrical, gradually widening from base to margin, as shown in
Fig. 7, and are without appreciable constriction at base where
it articulates with the short, annurated pedicels, the annulations
occasionally extending sonit distance (rarely over elitire body),
on the thecal walls, giving the impression of c o ~ ~ ~ pannulation
l~te
when viewed obliquely. The hydrathecz are very ddieatq d t e n
collapsing at the distal eiids wbeii being prepared for mounting.
There is a definite operculum, which often appears plaited, the
individual valves being more or less difficult to, distinguish. X
have not determined their exact trurnber with any degree of certainty. I n many cases these valves exhibit the same aspect of
inversion as is the case with C.synkga, but 1 ha.?-enot found
the presence of secondary rings of other marginal dripkation as
in the latter species. Total length of pedicel and theca 0 . 2 - 4 . 3
mm. or an average of about e.25 mm., by about 0.07 nim. in
diameter.
Hydranth extremely small and delicate ; body elongate, cylindrical, with conical hypostome ; tentacles very delicate aad
thread-like, usually ten in nsrmkr, occasionally eight.
Gonosome unknown. The exxmination of many colonies from
various localities failed to discover signs of gonangia. It may be
probable that like C. s y i ~ z g athis species has its breeding sta-<on
at some other time ofyear.
fitbitat. -Found o d y associated with other hydroids, or
similar organisms, E. g.,~ V Q Z Oarid
~ ~ hence is probably of cornmensa! habit. No evidence was found indicating parasitism.
It is a pleaswe to name the species, with his'consent, in honor
of my friend arid distinguished student of hydroids, Professor C.
C. Nutting.
-A

MERATOSUMCGMPLES'LTM,n. gen. and sp. (Figs. 8-10.)
On three successive summers there has been taken an organism at Crab-ledge which was variously assigned to the Porifera,
Bryozoa, and finally came to the writer. A glance at Fig. 8
will show how little there is from a supcriicial view to suggest
hydroidean affinities. Indeed it was only a h sections bad been
made, or maceration and disszctiion of the thing, that its true relations became evident. And it was o d y after cpnsiderablr re1
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search that its generic relations were even approximated.
I 892 Levinsen described a hydroid from Greenland (Meduser,
Ctenophorer og Hydroider fra G r h l a n d s Vestkyst),' which
seemed to have much in common with the one here under review.
We had described it as a
species under the genus Lnfmkz,
Sars, naming it L. nznm'mza. A t first it was thought the present

FIG.8, Photograph of colony ;*$ natural size.

species was probably identical with it, but when QIX undertook
to work out details of morphology it became more or less certain
that it not only was not the same species, but t h t , moreover, it
could hardly belong to the same genus, if, indeed, there rnigbf
not be the necessity of establishing f ~ itr a new family,
'(Saertryk af Vidensk. biedGel. fra den naturh.

F ~ r e n . , ~iSg2.
'
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The genus L-afmkIIz was established by Sars (Bidrag til Kundskaben om Norgcs Hydroider) ‘I for a very minute h
on sterns of Pmigoniwts, the chief generic character of which
was the presence of minute srrtkatting organs, or nematophores,
unlike any before known. Levinsen’s description is rather inadequate, and his figures not altogether satisfactory, but to the writes
there seems to be so con~parative!y little in conmon between his
species and that of Sars, that it may be doubtful whether it should

-.

i
f

I

FIG.9.

I,

.

Asid’tubes ; 3, bydrothecze.

not have been placed under a new genus. Be that as it may, it
s t find difi’reiit
generic
seems very sure that the
housing. For example, in Saris’ genus the hydroid has a retier:late hydrsrhiza, and Le\rin3ean describes something of the sort ~ Q I L. maximfa, but in the present specits while there may be cornprised something of the sa&, it w o d d be more correct to describe
the complex stern as arising from a dense, sponge-like base, etc.
Concerning the family relations I am not disposed in this
connectiun to enter into
ica3 review. Wfiile the PeriSiP”

for 1873.
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phonidze would be the only one under which it might be placed,
still the family as at present defined, according to A!!rnan
(Hydroida, Part 11.. p. 32),’ would by no means provide for
the species. For example, while there is an axial tubular mass,
as shown in Fig. 9, there is no single one of these which bears
the hydrothecz as called for by the definition referred to. However, for the time being the species maybe left under this family
till such time as adequate revision may be undertaken, when the
needed modifications may be provided.
As already intimated, it seems necessary to institute a new
genus as well as species for our hydroid. For the genus characters the following are designated as diagnostic :
Colony sponge-like, both in generai aspect and in the texture
of stems and branches, as well as in growth-habit. Looked at
from a short distance it resembles very much our common sponge,
Chdhn n~.l~uscuZa,
in almost every particular. Hence the proposed generic name --K~ratoswr. The sterns arise from a disklike spongy base and branch much after the manner of “ finger
sponges.” These are composed of a complex and intricate mass
of siphon-like tubes which ramify and anastomose irregularly,
and from which arise hydrothecz, and nernatophoric organs, the
latter with thecoid terminal structures similar to the former, the
whole cemented together by a dense sponge-like felt of very
tenacious and resistant character. Longitudinal and transverse
sections of stems or branches show them to be composed of the
following parts : (I) a central, axial portion, made up of more
or less parallel, anastomosing tubes ; (2) a peripheral portion,
composed chiefly of hydrothecae and what may be termed nernztuthecx ; (3) ramifying strands of cenosarc, which seem to interpenetrate the elements of the peripheral zone. Figs. 8, g and
I O will show both the surface aspects as well as sectional views
j us t mentioned.
Concerning specific diagnosis it must be regretted that the
physiological state of the hydroid = smch as t o afford but
meager characters of specific nature. The organism in a91 the
specimens collected seemed to be in a state of hibernation, or
better, perhaps, ~ s t ~ i ~ ~ z t i on po zhydranths
,
or similar organs being
1

‘‘ Report Chall.

Exprd.,” Vol. XXIII. [part 701, p. 3zB1888
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distinguishable. Hence such organs as tentacles, gonophores,
etc., which afford important specific characters, were wiirz!:y
Iacking. I had at first attributed this condition to bad preservation ; but collections rrrade at two subsequent seasons, in each
case care being taken to preser-~eby approved methods, have
convinced me to the contmy. I t seems highly probable that
this hydroid during the summer season is in a state of suspended
animation, so to speak ;a conditim quite common among hydroids at various seasons. It must sufice in this connection to
make brief reference to a few features, as hydrothecze, etc. As
shown in the figure, the hydxothletze are tubular structures, arising from the axial tubes by rather narrow necks, and extending
8

+ I

a

FIG.

io. Cross-sectionof stem, f, Axial tubes i 2, hydrcIthece ;
3*~ o s z r strands.
d

upward and outward, bec~snjngmore or less curved, and opening to the surface by somewhat oblique mouths. I V h i k in many
cases there seemed to be O-pe~ahr-likefolds at the thecal openings yet they were difficult to defiaitely demonstrate or describe.
As to size hydrotheca: averaged about CLJ to I mm. in length,
by about 0.12 m m m in diameter at median portion, somewhat
larger at mouth. In no case were ganangia distinguishabie, nor
evidences of germ cells. This might be expected as_to the last,
but if gonmgia are .an orpniq p r t of the skeleiorn one might
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expect some trace of them in some specimens, at any rate. But
none could be recognized.
Nernatophores were distinguishable, and in a general way seemed
similar to those described by Levinsen. Th3y are elongate6
structures, cylindrical in shape, and with terminal thecoid organs
which are smaller than the hydrothecae, much smaller indeed,
but with no peculiar or distinguishing features. In many cases
the definite organization of the nernatophore was distinguishable,
and the knobbed heads were found loaded with numerous nematocysts which measured about 0.015 to 0.02 mm. in length by
about one third of this in diameter. In shape the nematophores
may be designzted as elongate-clavate ; and are probably protrusible in life beyond the nernatothecz as organs of defense, or
offense, according to circumstances.
In connection with the account of the morphology there should
have been mentioned a matter of interest, as we31 as of difficulty,
namely, that concerned with the attempts to dissect and separate
the eiements of the cornpIex stern structure. The usual resort
to boiling with potash or caustic soda, while affording some aid
in clearing out the organic contents of the tubes, afforded very
small aid in isolating the elements. Even when macerated for
hours or days in strong solutions, or after prolonged boiling, so
far as my own efforts were concerned, the macerating processes
availed but little. A n d w h v resort was Lad to javelle water the
consequences were worse, for with that agsnt both the cerz-::it
substance and the chitinous perisarc itself were attacked about
equally, and the end was, naturally, the disintegration of the entire mass.
I was interested to find a similar expedence recorded by AI!man (@.&, p. 47). Of the adi:L:sion of the tubes of Grammzvin he says : ‘<
So intimate is this adhesion that I have found
no treatment, even prolonged boiling in catrstic p ~ t a h of
, in any
way overcoming it. G~~2~ti1~~a5viLt
in this respect presents a st&ing contrast to Cryp’ol~tria,as well as other gerrcra of the ferisiphonidx, in all of which maceration in a solution d caustic
potash so weakens the adhesion of the tub$s to one another that
they may then be easily separated by the dissecting needle.”
All in all, we have in this hydroid one s€ the m0st interesting,

‘

and in some ways anomalous, of this remarlcable gruup of orgariisms. No name compatible with the rules of nonienclattirc
would in any measure serve to more than h h t sonlewhat
of this ; hence in proposing fix it the above t i t k - &k-nlosri%e
comjLexzm1- it may be presumed to be znobestly christened !
It is a pleasure to acktiotvledge o!:igations to Dr. R, C. Osburn for aid in securing material of this species.
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